
 

Mice & Dice 

This challenging and fun group game promotes spatial orientation, learning of 

directions, planning and strategic thinking.  

While moving the mice on their way to collect slices 

of cheese, children build their concept of space and 

apply ideas about navigation and location.  

 

Content:  

 Folding play-board (50 x 50 cm) made of a sturdy 

cardboard, with 164 tiles some are nibbled (exit holes).  

      The 4 middle colored tiles show the starting point.  

 4 colored wooden mice.   

 50 wooden slices of yellow cheese. 

 8 direction cards with arrows that show the moving directions.  

 A wooden dice that shows how many steps to move.  

 

How to play?   

Stage 1- Move the mice according the dice  

 Open the game-board and scatter the yellow cheese' slices randomly on the tiles (all the 

slices or part of them). Each player gets a mouse and places it by color on middle tiles.  

 Players in turn, throw the dice and move their mice according to the number of steps 

shown by dice. At this stage, players can move their mice to any direction as long as they 

walk on straight lines (right, left, up, down and any diagonal line).   

 When a mouse passes by or gets to a cheese, the player collects the slice and waits for 

his/her next turn. Whether a mouse reaches to an exit hole (nibbled tile), the player may 

change direction and move the mouse to any other exit.     

 The winner is first to collect 10 slices of cheese or the one who collect the most slices at 

the end of the game.  

 

Stage 2- Move the mice according the dice & the direction cards 

 Add the direction cards and put them in the middle face down (arrows are not seen).  

 Players in turn, open a card and find out where to go according to the arrow. Then, 

throw the dice and step the mice toward the required direction.   

 The blue and the brown lines show how to behold the cards. Blue line up 

and brown line down. In this case the arrow says: go to the left. 

 There are 8 possible directions: Right & Left, Up & Down, Right up & Right 

down, Left up & Left down).   



 

 The entire game is played by same roles as described in stage 1.  

 It is recommended to encourage the children to describe and verbalize the mice moves 

(directions and the number of steps).  straight lines 

 

Stage 3- Plan & Guide the mice toward the yellow cheese' slices.   

 Play with open cards (arrows are seen). The main aim of this game is to plan the mice's 

paths and moves.      

 Players in turn, throw the dice and choose an arrow that may direct their mice toward 

the cheese' slices or the exit holes. 

 The winner is first to collect 10 slices of cheese or the one who collect the most slices at 

the end of the game.  

 This game requires advanced planning and strategic thinking as well as 

visualization, spatial orientation, understanding of location in space and navigation.  
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